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Key Message:
Topo Chico is the perfect beverage for any event. 

It can blend in with the high class cocktails and

 set the vibe for any beach day. 

The Audience:
This campaign will be run during the summer months while people have 

more free-time and get outside more often. It will be primarily in the 

Northeast region of the U.S. to reach an audience it hasn’t reached yet. 



Brief: Strategy:
Convince young adults in the 

north-east U.S. that Topo Chico is 

the drink that will take them 

through any occasion, fancy or 

relaxed, because the glass bottle 

let’s them feel posh while while 

the refreshing taste and chill 

vibes let’s them feel cool. 



The Campaign



Print:

Print will have 
placement in 
local publications 
as well as 
magazines with a 
summery essence 
such as Travel & 
Leisure and Food 
& Wine. 



Magazine Spread:



Billboard:

Billboards will have placement on roads leading into Northeastern cities. 



Out of Home:
Murals put at ground 
level in select 
northeastern cities near 
their downtown areas 
will attract this audience 
for photo-ops and will 
catch the eyes of anyone 
who lives there. 



City OOH:



Social:

Pinterest is one of the 
ways this target is 
reached. 
Ads will show when chill, 
fancy, summertime and 
other keywords are 
searched by the 
consumer. 



Social:

Instagram posts will 
reach the target the 
fastest. It will also 
translate easier into 
filters and stickers. 



Tech Approach:
Two Instagram Story filters sponsored 
by Topo Chico will be available. When 
the screen is touched, the filter’s will 
interchange depending on the scene 
the consumer wishes to use. For causal 
events, they can choose to use the 
sparkle filter while for fancier 
gatherings a laid back, grunge filter 
can be used. 

Displayed in the top left corners are 
samples of gifs they can add from 
GIPHY when keywords Topo Chico, 
fancy, or chill are searched. 



Moving Forward:
Topo Chico is a timeless drink that can blend in any occasion. 

This campaign allows Topo Chico to expand beyond its current reach in 
the U.S. Starting in cities like Boston, Philadelphia & New Port, Topo 

Chico will be able to speak to a new kind of fancy chill persona. It 
provides a summertime feeling for all who drink it & with room for 

expansion into pop-up events & out of home opportunities, 
Topo Chico will take the summer by storm. 



Thank you!


